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" This publication helps them see that their mind is intelligent and capable I'm a reading
teacher and every time I read this book to several students someone will tell me, "I've trouble
with reading, as well. I got her doctor sign something they required and it helps you to save
you $ at the bookstore, you download the book onto a tablet and the youngsters read them
that way. Sometimes I could see relief on the faces as college students listen. A must browse
for any child that struggles with learning! Must read for just about any child that struggles with
learning. My son felt motivated by this story, felt that he could conquer his struggles and be
anything he really wants to be. The simple truth is many extremely intelligent folks have
learning challenges. ... It's A Really good book thus they haven't been made fun of for their
lack of reading abilities My kids have severe dyslexia, but We homeschool, so they haven't
been made fun of because of their insufficient reading abilities. Also Any book it is possible to
read to a child at their level about dyslexia is a good idea.During national reading week, I will
be reading these books to the youngsters at the neighborhood Elementary classes.com or
.org. But for my children, it's like it's informing them "if you don't suit the mould you have to be
bullied and made fun of, & most people are." This reserve helps them see that their human
brain is intelligent and capable, it just needs its own way to understand. I don't indicate for
dyslexia books, just all books for your child with dyslexia. Adores these types of resources for
kids who struggle in college. The extensive dialogue of famous people with LD is a problem.
Loved it! Loved it. This book will be useful and a healthy support for children with learning
difficulties who have to understand they aren't alone or even to help other children
understand them better. Perhaps it would boost empathy in classrooms, as well as better,
reduce bullying." This reserve BRIEFLY mentions being made fun of, but focuses on the
possibilities of greatness inside. I would appreciate a book like this for that subject, as well.
Very Informative for a kid I've an 8y/o kid with a learning disability. Up to now I have gotten 4
of the books in this series. He was impressed when we read that one that therefore many
"smart" folks have a LD.He is able to grasp the concepts perfectly, in this group of books, he
sees similarities aswell. Also, look into something called bookshare . Probably compared to
the teachers will also grab the books because of their classrooms and subsequently help the
children achieve their potential aswell. Great series for each classroom and 2e parent! The
Adventures of Everyday Geniuses series is an excellent assortment of books to encourage
and explain the twice exceptional child, to herself, to his classmates, and even to their
teachers. Nobody is perfect, but these books are a perfect way to remind us of the! Pictures
are great. Bought this for my child who includes a learning disability and provides been really
hard on herself lately. This actually helped her better realize why she does points the way she
will. I stand behind any of these books! Bates, Joshua Bates Uses Charge, Joshua T. This book
is so cute! I enjoyed reading it these kinds of books make me laugh. a kid at their level about
dyslexia may be beneficial.. you're not considering being a wildly successful adult. I get books
for my daughter for free here, even new types. I am a 46-year-old wife and mother dealing
with and trying to comprehend an extremely bright husband and child learning to live with
Increase, inattentive form. If children believe they're special and capable of greatness, they'll
be special and capable of greatness. This publication reinforces that. Awesome It was this
awesome book it taught me that parents don't will have to know the solution to everything
Loved it Cute reserve for my kiddos to learn with me. Quick and sweet Looks at learning
disability and encourages empathy. Pictures are excellent. The extensive conversation of
celebrities with LD . Additional children's books about dyslexia seem to go on and on about
how dyslexics are bullied and produced fun of.. You should buy it! I will use as an instrument in



my work as a therapist with kids and family. I've find out about a 100 books and essays by
people with LD. Hearing about celebrities is a common complaint. Consider it. If you are a K-12
student with LD, just getting during the day together with your dignity intact is challenging; I'm
sure that's what many children need to hear: they are not only, others are going through this
as well. Here are a few superb books for kids and teenagers with learning troubles and
disabilities: Grades 1-3 It’s Called Dyslexia, Jennifer Mallinos 1-5 Knees: The CONFUSING
World of a youngster with Dyslexia, Vanita Oelschlager 2-5 The Alphabet War: A Story About
Dyslexia, Diane Robb Hank Zipzer series (protagonist offers dyslexia), Henry Winkler 3-4 Susan
Shreve- The Flunking of Joshua T. Great to learn WITH kids Loved it, educational as well, and
a learning lesson required for learning disabilities getting made fun of Awesome book!
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